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5. The rate of population increase in France is less than .5%. What is the approximate current population of France?

6. What mountain range forms the border between southern France and Spain?

7. France have five overseas territories. Which is the largest in terms of population?

---

1. France shares borders with six other European countries. What is the nickname given to France based on its shape?

2. The highest peak in France is Mont Blanc at 4,809 m (15,777 ft). Which mountain range is it part of?

3. Before 2002 the official money of France was the French franc. What new currency was adopted in 2002?

4. What landmark was built for the world's fair held in Paris in 1889?

---

**French Icons Scramble**

PEFEMUR
GETETBAU
IENSE
ELDLSERUYF
TREEB
EECSEH
SPAIR
VOLERU
AISHNFO
EWIN

---

**My Answers**

1. ____________________________________________
2. ____________________________________________
3. ____________________________________________
4. ____________________________________________
5. ____________________________________________
6. ____________________________________________
7. ____________________________________________

---

Six countries that border France: ____________________________________________

Five major cities of France: ____________________________________________

Six famous French landmarks: ____________________________________________

---
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1. France shares borders with six other European countries. What is the nickname given to France based on its shape?

2. The highest peak in France is Mont Blanc at 4,809 m (15,777 ft). Which mountain range is it part of?

3. Before 2002 the official money of France was the French franc. What new currency was adopted in 2002?

4. What landmark was built for the world’s fair held in Paris in 1889?

5. The rate of population increase in France is less than 0.5%. What is the approximate current population of France?

6. What mountain range forms the border between southern France and Spain?

7. France have five overseas territories. Which is the largest in terms of population?

Word Search and List

Six countries that border France: Belgium, Germany, Italy, Luxembourg, Spain, Switzerland

Five major cities of France: Lille, Lyon, Marseille, Nice, Paris

Six famous French landmarks: Arc de Triomphe, Eiffel Tower, Louvre, Mont Blanc, Notre Dame, Versailles

My Answers

1. The Hexagon
2. The Alps
3. The Euro
4. Eiffel Tower
5. 67 million
6. The Pyrenees
7. Reunion Island